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More details about the construction and programming of this device, 
including the full movie excerpted to the right, can be viewed at 

http://hacks.ayars.org/2012/06/quantitative-two-dimensional.html

The heat equation is often taught in upper-level physics and engineering courses, but laboratory equipment 
that allows students to test this important concept are lacking. Existing educational apparatus for this experi-

ment is either expensive or extremely limited. Recent advances in microcontroller systems and sensor technol-
ogy allow the use of large numbers of high-precision sensors to obtain temperature information with high 

spatial/temporal resolution in real time, at relatively low cost. 

The traditional method of measuring temperatures for heat flow experiments has been to use thermocouples or other 
point-location temperature measurement devices. These give high accuracy and precision, but they present a problem 
when measuring heat flow: they measure the temperature at individual points, and in order to characterize the heat flow 
(especially in multiple dimensions) it is necessary to measure temperature at a lot of different points. An ambitious heat 
flow experiment might use thermocouple junctions on all 16 input channels of a typical NI DAQ board, which is barely 
adequate for a one-dimensional experiment.

A more modern approach is to use a thermal imaging camera, but these have several disadvantages as well. They range 
in price from “quite expensive” to “utterly ridiculous”, and unless you pay for the utterly ridiculous model they are 
almost completely insensitive to small temperature variations around room temperature. This insensitivity requires the 
use of high (or very low) temperatures, with corresponding demands on isolation and insulation that add further to the 
cost of the experiment. They also lack precision in their temperature measurement: it’s easy to tell that one area is hotter 
than another, but the precise temperature of any given point is more elusive.

With modern microcontroller-interfaced thermometers it’s possible to chart a reasonable compromise between these two 
approaches. The Dallas Semiconductor DS18B20 is one such “thermometer on a chip”, with features that make it ideal for 
this sort of application:

• It’s small and cheap: roughly $2 each for a TO-92 three-pin “transistor” package.

• It communicates via a bus protocol which allows connection of many sensors to just one pin on the 
 microcontroller.

• Temperature conversion is done on-chip at up to 12-bit precision.

• Absolute accuracy is 0.5°C over the range -50°C – 125°C: not as good as a thermocouple, but a lot better 
 than a thermal imaging camera over that temperature range.

• There is no theoretical limit on how many temperature sensors you can use with one microcontroller. 
 Every DS18B20 has a unique address, and the microcontroller can either broadcast commands to all sensors
 on the bus (“everybody measure temperature now”) or direct commands to individual sensors (”Sensor 
 280B15B002000096, what temperature did you just measure?”)

• They are not fast, but fast enough: it takes just under two seconds to measure and retrieve the temperatures
 of 100 separate sensors.

Here’s our initial test apparatus: 
100 DS18B20 sensors on a 12” square aluminum 
plate, all controlled by an Arduino microcontroller 
which sends the data to a computer for graphing 
and storage. 

On the left are selected frames from a movie created 
by sequencing the data taken from the above plate 
when the plate was briefly touched by the flame of 
a propane torch. The torch was removed after the 
second frame shown, but one can see the heat front 
continue to advance even as the temperature at the 
center fades.

Below, the same apparatus in an approximately 
equilibrium condition with a small bag of ice at the 
top right and a hot soldering iron near the center. 

Our first classroom use of this apparatus will begin 
this fall, when Advanced Lab victims students will 
be fitting computational models of the heat flow 
equation to this two-dimensional data.


